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March 31, 2008 
 

Welcome to the Family Tree Maker Users Group! 
 

Tonight’s Agenda: FTM 2005/2006/v16 Photo Features 

1. Saving digitized pictures 

2. Using a scanner or digital camera to copy pictures and documents to FTM 

3. Copying pictures and documents from the Internet 

4. Using the FTM Picture/Object Menu features 

Most of these features will work in earlier versions of FTM. Most of the FTM 2005/2006/v16 features are 
Internet and publishing related. 

Saving Digitized Pictures 

Window’s program allows users to save and recall pictures quickly and easily. Whether you import the 
pictures from a scanner, digital camera, or the Internet, they can be saved in several picture formats to fit 
your needs. Jpeg and Tiff are the most common picture formats, but there are several other formats for 
particular software including Adobe, Microsoft, and others. 
 
The important issue is to save them in the correct method for later recall, no matter how they will be used 
in the future. I highly recommend JPEG with lower compression, ie 80% or higher, or TIFF which is 
uncompressed. The lower compression used for photos will require more computer hard disk memory, but 
gives better photo quality. 
 
A typical B/W or color photo will take about 1 MB memory using Jpeg format or about 3 MB of memory 
using the Tiff format. About 100 photos would require about 300 MB worst case of memory in your 
computer. 
 
The second issue is saving your pictures for easy recall. I recommend using the existing ‘My Pictures’ 
subfolder in the main ‘My Documents’ folder to store your photos. Create a new subfolder just for your 
genealogy pictures, ie “Genealogy Photos.” If you plan on storing lots of photos, then create another level 
of subfolders by the different surnames. If you have lots of photos in a particular surname, then create 
another level of subfolders under that surname by each given name. This will allow easier recall of your 
ancestor photos to be placed into the FTM scrapbook. 
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Use memory backup to store pictures and files also. I’d recommend saving the entire ‘My Pictures” folder 
or genealogy photos subfolder on a CD, or secondary hard drive, or even an Internet storage site. Several 
Internet storage sites cost $20 per year for 3 GB of storage to store precious pictures for later recall. A 
700MB Compact Disk will store about 230 high quality photos, whereas a 60 GB hard drive will store 
literally thousands of high quality pictures beside your programs. A 3 GB Internet back up website will 
store about 1000 high quality photos. 

Using A Scanner 

There are two types of scanners to use with your computer. A [1] flatbed scanner is a separate unit that 
attaches to your computer via a special cable (usually included with a scanner) or [2] combination 
scanner/printer that’s capable of multi functions as noted. Either unit is capable of copying pictures to any 
computer with the proper software as provided by the scanner manufacturer. 

[1]   [2]  
 
For better picture copying, I recommend only the latest type scanners with a minimum of 2400 dpi (dots 
per inch) resolution. The latest scanners are capable of 4800 dpi and higher (even better) for a fraction of 
the cost of several years ago. Both models range in cost between $60 to $200, depending on the brand and 
features and the retailer. I recommend only name brands for either type. 
 
The operation of either type is relatively simple as I’ll demonstrate using a flatbed scanner. The 
combination scanner will be identical in operation. The scanner software usually has different input and 
output parameters to adjust picture or document quality. The pictures and documents need to be of good 
quality for the scanner to duplicate. Hence, if you have a poor quality picture or document, don’t expect 
the scanner to improve the quality. 
 
However, with additional photo editing software, a poor quality picture or document can be improved, but 
may not look the same as the original in its day. You can remove scratches, unwanted background, 
blemishes, red eye, etc with the photo editing software to restore most pictures. 
 
The basic settings for any scanner should be set at 300 dots per inch (dpi) resolution for better picture 
quality. Even 600 or higher dpi is even better, but uses more computer or CD memory for storage.  
I normally use 300 dpi for both black and white and color pictures for best results, especially for 
publishing books with pictures. Some scanners may use defaults of 200 dpi, but not recommended as 
picture quality is borderline. When printing pictures at 200 dpi resolution, you’ll notice the substandard 
quality difference on larger prints, ie, 4x6 to 8x12 inch prints. 
 
After placing the picture or document in the scanner window, do a quick scan of the picture or document. 
Review the results on the computer screen as shown below. If improvements need to be done, then make 
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adjustments accordingly, ie [1] photo or document cropping, [2] sharpening, [3] changing resolution, 
Color definition changes, [4] B/W exposure adjustments using auto or manual controls, etc. Re-scan as 
required, then save into a selected picture or document file as mentioned previously.  
 

 
 

Using A Digital Camera 
 
A digital camera is another great source of obtaining pictures and documents. I recommend a minimum of 
five (5) megapixels (MP) for a digital camera, but higher megapixels give better picture quality for larger 
size prints, ie, 5x7 or 8x10 inch sizes. Experts say a 5 MP camera will give the same quality as older 
35mm film cameras for printing an 8 x 10 print with no noticeable differences. It’s your choice, but the 
minimum should be 5 megapixels with a 3x zoom lens.  
 
Camera prices for 5 MP or higher digital (non-SLR) cameras have been dropping recently and range from 
$100 to $500, depending on zoom lenses and other features. I also highly recommend brand names with 
either optical or dual image stabilization with 3x zoom lens for better quality pictures. Non zoom lens will 
give slightly blurry looking pictures because of the lesser lens quality. 
 
A digital camera is somewhat different in operation and requires a special cable (provided by the camera 
manufacturer) to connect the camera to the computer. After connection is made, open the camera 
software. Slightly more complex in operation, open the digital camera pictures to be viewed on the 
computer screen. You can open one or many pictures for viewing.  
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Then make the necessary adjustments for picture quality, ie, cropping, removing red eye, adding dates, 
and improving the exposure control to brighten or darken the picture. Digital camera or photo enhancing 
software has improved vastly that darker pictures that couldn’t be used before, can be made lighter. 
Slightly blurred pictures can be improved with sharpening features also. Adobe Photoshop Elements and 
Corel’s Paint Shop Pro are the two recommended enhanced photo editing software packages to use for 
more complex photo editing features. 
 

 
 

Save photos using either recommended JPEG format or TIFF format. Add dates to your file names in case 
you have multiple photos of the same person or document. 

Copying Pictures or Documents From the Internet 

Copying pictures, maps, and objects from the Internet is a simple process and all that’s needed is your 
computer connected to the Internet. Whether you copy pictures from a genealogy database or a genealogy 
website doesn’t require any additional hardware. It’s available using the Internet Browser software. 
However some websites will restrict the copying of photos. You’ll know which sites allow copying by 
right clicking the mouse and see the menu as shown in the screen below.  
 
For the sites not allowing picture copying, you’ll probably get this alert! 
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[1] Select either Save picture as or the Save icon in the upper part of the screen as shown below. If you 
select Save picture as, a pop up menu will ask where to save the picture in the computer and in what 
format, jpeg or bitmap.  
 
[2]You can also simply use the Copy function in the menu. Copying the picture will place the picture in 
the Windows memory clipboard for later retrieval via the paste function. 
 
[3] Incidentally, you can Zoom in the picture for a larger picture, if the icon with four arrows is shown 
when moving the mouse around the center of the picture as shown below. 
 

 
 

Using the Picture/Object Menu in FTM 

Now we’re ready to import your favorite photos into FTM’s scrapbook for later use in family group 
sheets, family tree charts, genealogy reports, and publishing books. There are several ways to accomplish 
this. 
 

Select Insert the Photo CD 

 
This menu item works only with Kodak Picture CDs. Use of other CDs is explained later. If you have a 
Kodak picture CD, you can easily transfer these pictures to the FTM scrapbook. Pictures can require a lot 
of computer memory and disk space. When you insert pictures, keep the capabilities of your computer in 
mind. A computer with at least 60 GB of hard disk space would be adequate, but more is desirable. 

To insert a Kodak Photo CD picture into a Scrapbook: 

1
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1. In the Scrapbook, select the area into which you want to insert the picture. 

2. From the Picture/Object menu, select Insert Photo CD (ALT, O, C). 

3. Select a picture, then select OK. 

Family Tree Maker displays the Edit Picture dialog box, where you can rotate, flip, or crop the picture. 

Note: If you want to edit a picture, this is the best time to do it. Once you have placed a picture in a 
Scrapbook, it must be decompressed and recompressed each time you edit it again. Decompressing and 
recompressing reduces the quality of the picture. (Family Tree Maker uses JPEG compression. It does not 
support LZW compression.) 

Select Insert Picture From File 

If you already have pictures in your computer files, floppy disk, memory stick, or CD of your ancestors, 
you can easily copy or transfer them these pictures to the FTM scrapbook. Compatible file formats 
include (*.BMP), (*.PCX), (*.TIF), (*.WMF), (*.PSD), (*.FPX), (*.JPG), and (*.JFF), which are 
Microsoft, Adobe, Kodak and industry formats. 

 

[1] Select ‘Look In’ and select Drive C or CD drives D: or E:. 

[2] If several file names appear in the box, scroll down the list for the file you want. To open a file in the 
list, select the file name and select Open. 

 

Select Picture from Scanner/Camera 
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You can directly access your digital camera or scanner and transfer the pictures or documents to the FTM 
scrapbook. 
 
Select one of the menu items from the source box shown below. This box will link you to the source 
software. Use the source software to copy the picture, which automatically transfers the pictures to the 
scrapbook. 

 
 

Select Insert Object 

 
You can easily access any graphical object, ie, clip art, into the FTM scrapbook. An OLE object is an 
object linked and embedded file. Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) is a technology that lets you 
create items in one software program and place them in another software program. For example, you can 
use video capture software to transfer clips of your home videos onto your computer. Then, with the help 
of Object Linking and Embedding you can transfer video clips from your video capture software into 
Family Tree Maker Scrapbooks. 

1. In the Scrapbook, select the area into which you want to insert the object. 

2. From the Picture/Object menu, select Insert Object (ALT, O, O). 

3. Select the Create from file option.  

4. In the File field, type the path and name of the file containing the OLE object that you want to insert 
into the Scrapbook. 

If you do not remember the exact name and location of your file, select Browse. 

If you want to view an icon in the Scrapbook instead of the OLE object itself, select the Display As Icon 
check box. You can change the appearance of the icon by selecting Change icon. 

5. When the correct file name is in the File field, then select OK. 

Family Tree Maker places the OLE object in the Scrapbook. 

Select Picture from Scrapbook 

 
You can easily transfer pictures from the scrapbook to other sections, ie, tree charts, biographies, web 
pages, family group sheets, etc. We’ll discuss these features in depth at next month’s meeting. 

1. After selecting From a Scrapbook in the Get Image From dialog box, select OK. 
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Family Tree Maker displays the Individuals with Scrapbook Pictures dialog box. 

2. Select the Individual whose Scrapbook contains the image you wish to add, then select OK. 

Family Tree Maker displays the Insert Scrapbook Picture dialog box. 

Note: If the image you wish to add is not shown in the right-hand panel, make sure the Preview Picture 
check box has been selected. 

3. If the image shown is the one you wish to add to your source, select OK. 
 

4. Family Tree Maker adds the image to your source-citation. 

Note: If you want to select a different image, select Select New Individual. Family Tree Maker will 
return you to the Individuals with Scrapbook Pictures dialog box so that you can change your selection. 

 
 

Select Insert Caption 

Make sure you're in the Scrapbook and the Picture that you want to record information about is selected. 

[1] From the selected picture above, select the file drawer icon in the lower right.  

See screen below in More About Picture Object for selecting more options. Users can select where to 
place the picture in a home website page, family tree charts, cards, and family group sheet. Also adding 
the caption line in this box will give the info for each picture, ie, name and date, are recommended. 

1
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[2] Select OK when you've made your selections from the below graphic. 

Select Tree Background Picture 

You can personalize a family tree by placing an image, like a family photograph, in the background. 
We’ll demonstrate this feature at the next meeting on charts. 

Select More About Picture/Object 

 
Besides adding captions as explained previously, any pictures can be assigned to certain section in the 
home page, family trees, and family group sheets as shown in this screen below. 
 

 
 
Select Edit 

 
Picture quality features can be edited with these much improved features listed below in FTM 
2005/2006/v16 software versions. Here are the items that can be edited for improved picture quality if 
needed. 

Selector — Switch between selecting an oval area of the picture (for Red-Eye feature) or a rectangular 
area (for Crop feature). 

Zoom In/Zoom Out — Make the image appear larger/smaller on the screen. Does not affect the actual 
saved image. 

Rotate L/R — Select to rotate the picture ninety degrees to the left (counter-clockwise) or right 
(clockwise).  

Rotate 180 — Select to rotate the picture 180 degrees. 

Crop — With your mouse pointer, click and drag a rectangular area on the image. Then, click Crop to 
remove the area outside of the rectangle. Uses rectangle selector only. 

2
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Mirror — Select to flip the picture from left-to-right.  

Flip — Select to invert (turn upside down) the picture. 

Red-Eye — Highlight an area with the oval selector, then select this option to bring up the ‘Red-eye 
Removal’ dialog box. 

Brightness — Slide to adjust brightness of the entire picture. 

Contrast — Slide to adjust contrast of the entire picture. 

Saturation — Slide to adjust saturation of the entire picture. Saturation is the amount of color applied in 
each pixel. High saturation makes colors more vivid. Very low saturation can make a color picture appear 
black-and-white. 

Select Compression/Resolution 

 

 
 

I recommend not selecting the original as you may want to reverse your action later or at least resave a 
compressed copy. Select the scrapbook picture always for this item if you want to make a copy of the 
picture and email as an attachment to a relative. 

1. Select the picture for which you want to change the compression or resolution. 
 

2. From the Picture/Object menu, select Compression/Resolution. The Compression/Resolution 
dialog box displays. How you open this dialog box depends on your current location: 

• If you are in the Import from Photo CD dialog box, select Resolution.  
• If you are in the Import Picture dialog box, select Compression.  
• If you are in a Scrapbook, from the Picture/Object menu, select Compression/Resolution.  
• If Family Tree Maker displays a message telling you to get the original picture, select OK. Family 

Tree Maker displays the Insert Picture dialog box.  

3. Select the picture for which you want to change the compression and select Compression. Family 
Tree Maker opens the Change Compression/Resolution dialog box. 
 

4. Make the compression and/or resolution changes you wish.  
 

5. Select OK when you've made your selections. 

Family Tree Maker changes the compression and/or resolution of the picture and places it in the 
Scrapbook. 
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Select View 

 
This feature expands the picture on the screen, then you can either zoom, print, or delete the picture. 
 
Select Play Scrapbook 

 

This feature allows the scrapbook to show all pictures for any selected individual in a slide presentation. 
This makes a nice slide show for your relatives to view. 

1. Open the Scrapbook for which you want to create a show. Do not go into Scrapbook Print Preview. 

2. Select the More button next to each Picture/Object that you want to include in the show. Make sure that 
the Include in show check box is selected. 

3. Make sure that the Picture/Objects are in the order in which you want them to appear in the show. 

4. From the Picture/Object menu, select Play Scrapbook (ALT, O, P). 

5. Enter a number in the Time between Picture/Objects field. You can enter from 1 to 999 seconds.  

 

6. Select OK. Family Tree Maker begins to play the items sequentially. 

 

Optional Notes on ‘Preserving Your Digital Memories’ 
 
Preserving a digital object is not the same as preserving, say, a book or photograph. You can put a book 
on a shelf or a photo in a box and (if kept dry and safe) look at it 50 years later. The same is not true with 
a digital object. This is why, in many cases, digital materials are considered more fragile than physical 
ones.  
 
The files themselves can be easily destroyed or corrupted by a computer crash or virus, or they can be 
stored in a format that becomes obsolete. If you have a floppy disk from just five years ago, then you 
know that it is difficult -- if not impossible -- to find a computer to read that disk.  
 
I would always make several CD copies of your genealogy and photo files and send them to your most 
trusted relatives on an annual basis in case something happens to your original files. 
 
On the next page are some additional tips on backing up your important data files and saving photos using 
various methods. 
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At Risk: Computer Files 
According to a recent survey cited in USA Today, only 57 percent of people back 
up their data. Are your personal records, memories, music, photos and documents 
at risk of being lost forever? 
  

Tip: Computer Files 
Establish a backup system so your computer files, including personal photographs 
and other media, are copied on a regular basis to CDs, DVDs or, better yet, to an 
external hard drive. Make more than one copy of your digital files and store the 
copies in different physical locations.  

 

  

At Risk: Storage Disks 
Storage media such as compact disks and DVDs that were thought to last a lifetime 
will last up to 25 years years. The backup disks you make today may become 
obsolete in the future.  
  

Tip: Storage Disks  
Never use rewritable discs for long-term storage. Do not use stickers to label discs, 
and always store them covered in a dark dry place, safe from damage. It is also 
important to convert old disks to new formats as they become available.  

 

 

 

At Risk: Digital Photos  
Family memories and special events that future generations would value are 
increasingly documented as digital photographs. But 10 years from now current 
memory sticks and cameras will most likely be obsolete, trapping the images in 
unusable or unsupported storage media.  
 

Tip: Digital Photos  
Because digital photographs require specific hardware and software to view, it is 
important to migrate files to the latest storage media using freely available formats. 
Make several copies of digital photographs and keep them in different places. 

Saving copies of your photos on Web sites and printing copies with archive-quality ink and high-quality 
paper are also options for preservation. 
 
 

Summary Review 

Using a scanner or digital camera to copy pictures and documents to FTM 

Copying pictures and documents from the Internet 

Using the Picture/Object Menu features 

 
Next FTM Meeting: May 7 at the Fort Collins Main Library at 6:30 pm. 


